Under President Biden, inflation has reached historic highs and the U.S. has been made
weaker after his disastrous Afghanistan policy. Sharice Davids has done nothing to stop
Biden’s reckless agenda and even votes with Joe Biden 100 percent of the time.
The annualized rate of inflation has hit a 40-year high multiple times in the last 8 months:
Editor’s Note: On January 20, 2021, Biden was inaugurated as the President of the United States.
•

Nov. 2021: “Consumer prices surged at the fastest pace in nearly four decades in
November.” “Consumer prices surged at the fastest pace in nearly four decades in
November as Americans paid more for practically everything from groceries to cars to
gasoline, solidifying hot inflation as a key trait of the economic recovery.” (Megan Henney, “US
Inflation Surges To 39-Year High As Consumer Prices Soar,” Fox News, 12/10/21)

•

Jan. 2022: “Fastest annualized [inflation] acceleration… since February 1982” “Inflation
rose 7.5 percent year-on-year to January, 2022, the Department of Labor announced on
Thursday, marking the fastest annualized acceleration in the price of consumer goods since
February 1982.” (Darragh Roche, “U.S. Inflation Records Biggest Increase in 40 years as prices skyrocket,” Newsweek, 2/10/22)

•

March 2022: “Highest [Inflation] rate since December 1981” “A survey by the financial
data group FactSet had predicted that the inflation reading for March would come in at
8.4 percent year over year — the highest rate since December 1981 and an increase from
February's 7.9 percent. (Rob Wile, “Inflation hits 40-year high of 8.5% because of war in Ukraine, rent hikes,” NBC News,
4/12/22)

Amidst Biden’s Afghanistan withdrawal effort, America’s net favorability fell in the UK,
Australia, Brazil, China, Germany, India, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Russia, and Spain:
•

On August 26, 2021, the Morning Consult reported that the “chaos” in Afganistan took
a toll on America’s net favorability in seven of the fourteen countries they track. “The
recent chaos in Afghanistan prompted by the Taliban’s takeover of Kabul and much of the
rest of the country as the United States prepares its final exit has taken a toll on America’s
reputation in half of the 14 foreign countries that Morning Consult tracks, with one of the
steepest drops seen in one of its closest allies… According to surveys conducted Aug. 18-24,
America’s net favorability rating (the share of adults with a favorable view of the United
States minus the share with an unfavorable view) fell 10 percentage points in the United
Kingdom since Aug. 8-14 polling – the biggest decline to America’s global reputation in
every place surveyed except for China.” (Eli Yokley, “How the World Sees America Amid Its Choatic Withdrawal
from Afghanistan,” Morning Consult, 8/26/21)
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As of June 8, 2022, Sharice Davids has voted with President Biden 100% of the time:
•

According to FiveThirtyEight, Davids votes with Biden 100% of the time. (“Does Your Member
of Congress Vote With or Against Biden?,” FiveThirtyEight, assessed 6/8/22)
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